Abstract. This paper introduces a machinery called attributed topdown parsing automaton which performs top{down parsing of strings and, simultaneously, the evaluation of arbitrary noncircular attribute grammars. The strategy of the machinery is based on a single depth{ rst left{to{right traversal over the syntax tree. There is no need to traverse parts of the syntax tree more than once, and hence, the syntax tree itself does not have to be maintained. Attribute values are stored in a graph component, and values of attributes which are needed but not yet computed are represented by particular nodes. Values of attributes which refer to such uncomputed attributes are represented by trees over operation symbols in which pointers to the particular nodes at their leaves are maintained. Whenever eventually the needed attribute value is computed, it is glued into the graph at the appropriate nodes.
Introduction
Attribute grammars are an extension of context{free grammars. They were devised by Knuth in his seminal paper 16, 17] as a formalism to specify the semantics of a context{ free language along with its syntax. Since then, attribute grammars were applied by computer scientists in many investigations, but in particular they have proved their appropriateness in the area of compiling programming languages. The reader is referred to 8] for a survey on the theoretical aspects of attribute grammars, for a collection of software systems which are based on attribute grammars, and for an extensive bibliography. In 7] and 4], an overwiew of current research trends in the area of attribute grammars is given. In the sequel we will only consider noncircular attribute grammars.
Considering the transformational approach 11], an attribute grammar is a descriptive device which speci es a transformation from the set of syntax trees of strings which are generated by the underlying context{free grammar G 0 , into a set A of semantic values. In order to compute the semantics of a string w 2 L(G 0 ), two steps have to be performed:
(i) the parsing of w according to G 0 ; this yields a syntax tree s w of w, and (ii) the evaluation of the designated synthesized attribute 0 at the root of s w . Then the value of 0 at the root of s w is the semantic value of w. Actually, here we are only interested in the semantic value of w and not in the values of every attribute occurrence in s w . In the sequel we will restrict ourselves to top{down parsing.
On one hand, many di erent parsing techniques have been investigated (cf. 1]). On the other hand, attribute evaluation algorithms are known, which coincide to di erently powerful subclasses of the whole class of attribute grammars (cf. 10]). Now the question arises whether it is possible to interleave the two steps, i.e., to parse the given input string and to compute its semantic value simultaneously. The advantage of this combination is the possibility of saving storage space, because there is no need to keep the syntax tree in the storage.
On rst glance, the combination of parsing and attribute evaluation seems to be impossible because of the following two contrary aspects (called \counter{one{pass features" in 13]). On one hand, top{down parsing of strings determines the syntax trees from the left to the right (and from the root to the leaves). On the other hand, it may happen that the value of an inherited attribute occurrence at a node x of the syntax tree depends on the value of a synthesized attribute occurrence at a node y which is located to the right of x. Thus, the part of the syntax tree starting with y as root is not yet known, and hence, the synthesized attributes of y are not yet computed. Even for x = y these contrary aspects may occur. Let us give an example to illustrate this situation. of the list such that their value can be computed individually. Afterwards all values are added up in the value attribute v of L. The situation concerning the start production is illustrated by Figure 1 . In the speci cation of the semantic rules, occurrences of nonterminal symbols are associated with their position within the production. The position of the left hand side symbol is denoted by the empty word ".
If the top{down parser expands the nonterminal symbol L of the start production S ! L, then it has to evaluate the inherited attribute p of L by decrementing the value of the length attribute l of L. But l is not yet known as the parser has not yet built up the subtree with root label L. Hence, this is an instance of the general situation in which both nodes x and y represent the same node of the syntax tree. In Figure 5 , a complete syntax tree with attribution is shown. 3
In general, the problem of required but not yet computed synthesized attributes disappears if the attribute grammar has the only{S property, i.e. if it does not contain inherited attributes. The same holds if we consider L{attributed grammars 5] only. Roughly speaking, in such grammars the dependencies between occurrences of attributes always show from left to right, and hence the dependencies are compatible with the scanning and parsing of the input string. But L{attributed grammars do not have much expressive power.
Is it possible to combine top{down parsing and attribute evaluation for more powerful subclasses of attribute grammars? At the time being, we know three techniques which answer the question positively, and in each case except the last one, the combination algorithm even applies to arbitrary noncircular attribute grammars.
The rst technique 17] solves the combination problem in a very drastical way: Given an attribute grammar G which computes the function f from the set of syntax trees to the set A of semantic values. Construct an attribute grammar G id with one attribute only; is synthesized and it may take syntax trees as well as elements of A as semantic values. During top{down parsing, at every node x, the syntax tree which corresponds to x is synthesized in . At the root of the syntax tree, additionally the function f is applied to the complete syntax tree. Thus, the whole semantic evaluation is shifted into the semantic domain of the attribute grammar by adding f explicitely as a semantic operation. Clearly, this technique has no practical meaning.
The second technique 6] solves the problem in a more realistic way: Let G be given as in the discussion of the rst technique. The attribute grammar G 0 is obtained from G by dropping all the inherited attributes of G. The carrier set A of the semantic domain of G is lifted to the set Ops(A) = A k ! A] of operations on A where k is the number of inherited attributes of G. Intuitively, for the synthesized attribute and node x, G 0 computes the function f ( ;x) 2 Ops(A) which re ects the functional dependency of the value of at x from the values of the inherited attributes at x with respect to G. Then, during attribute evaluation by G 0 , the functions (i.e. attribute values) are composed; since G is noncircular, eventually a constant function is computed which represents a value in A. Since G 0 is an attribute grammar with synthesized attributes only, the combination of parsing and attribute evaluation becomes trivial again. The disadvantage of this technique is the fact that, even if the underlying grammar is L{ attributed and hence, attribute dependencies are compatible with parsing, a function is computed for every node x of the parse tree rather than a value.
Finally, the third technique applies to the class of pseudo{L attribute grammars as de ned in 10]. The attribute evaluation algorithm is based on a depth{ rst left{to{ right traversal over the syntax tree. With respect to the local attribute dependencies, it tries to evaluate as many attribute occurrences as possible. If the algorithm returns to a node y and it has computed the value of a synthesized attribute occurrence at y which was needed for the evaluation of an inherited attribute occurrence at node x and either x = y or x occurs to the left of y, then the algorithm will traverse again the subtree of the syntax tree with root node x. Thus, it it necessary to store (parts of) the syntax tree during attribute evaluation.
In this paper, we introduce a more e cient method of combining top{down parsing and attribute evaluation, and we will develop our solution in two steps. In the rst step, for every noncircular attribute grammar, we will construct an attribute evaluation algorithm called eval, which is compatible with scanning and top{down parsing of input strings. In the second step, we will equip the usual top{down parsing automaton with the facilities needed to evaluate attribute values according to eval.
More precisely, our attribute evaluation algorithm eval takes the syntax tree s w of a given string w as input, and it performs a single depth{ rst left{to{right traversal over s w . In contrast to the approach of pseudo{L attribute grammars, the evaluator computes a value for every attribute occurrence at the current node. Clearly, if an inherited attribute occurrenceh ; xiat node x depends on a synthesized attribute occurrence h ; yi at node y, and if x = y or y occurs to the right of x, then the value of h ; xi can only be an approximation t h ;xi of its nal value (cf. Figure 2 ). We will call such intermediate values schematic approximations, because they are represented by trees over the set of operation symbols and the set of attribute occurrences of s w viewed as nullary symbols. (In Figure 1 , the algorithm computes on rst visit to the rst son of S the schematic approximation dec(hl; 1i) as value for the attribute occurrencehp; 1i.) Now assume that eval has returned to node x having parsed the frontier of the subtree sub(s w ; x) of s w with root node x and having computed a value t h 0 ;xi for the attribute occurrenceh 0 ; xi. If we assume that with respect to sub(s w ; x),h 0 ; xidepends onh ; xi, then t h 0 ;xi is a schematic approximation which contains the attribute occurrence h ; yi. Next, eval visits the younger brothers of x and eventually it visits the node y.
After having parsed the subtree sub(s w ; y) and having computed a value t h ;yi for the synthesized attribute occurrence h ; yi, eval can re ne the approximations of attribute occurrences to the left. In particular, it can re ne the schematic approximation of h 0 ; xi to be the tree t h 0 ;xi h ; yi=t h ;yi ] which is obtained from t h 0 ;xi by replacing every occurrence of h ; yi by t h ;yi .
This re nement may lead to a ground term over the set of operation symbols; by applying the unique homomorphism h : T ! A from the initial term algebra T to the semantic domain A of the attribute grammar, values in the carrier set A of A are obtained. If, however, t h ;yi is also just a schematic approximation, then the result of the substitution is again a schematic approximation. But eventually, at the root of s w , ground terms are computed, because the attribute grammar is noncircular. We note that, if the attribute grammar is L, i.e. all dependencies show from left to right, then our attribute evaluation algorithm will compute immediately, for every attribute occurrence, its nal value in A. We also note that every subtree has to be visited at most once (in fact, exactly once). Thus, our approach is more e cient than the second and third technique discussed above.
We note that in 21] a very similar approach has been suggested; this is discussed in Section 7.
In the second step of our development, we construct a machinery which performs both parsing of a given input string w and the computation of the semantic value of w according to the evaluation algorithm constructed in the rst step. The machinery, called attributed top{down parsing automaton, works deterministically for context{free grammars which are LL(k). In this paper we will restrict ourselves to k = 1, but the technique can be extended straightforwardly to any other k. The attributed top{ down parsing automaton is an extension of the usual top{down parsing automaton and it is similar to the attributed pushdown machine 18]; however, the main additional component is a graph storage in which schematic approximations, ground terms, and semantic values of A are stored and updated. In order not to be bothered with pure evaluations in the semantic domain A of the attribute grammar and, in particular, with the transformations of ground terms into values of A by means of the unique homomorphism h, we will consider in our investigation attribute grammars only which have the initial term algebra T as semantic domain.
How does the automaton store and update schematic approximations? Whenever the automaton creates a new schematic approximation t with an attribute occurrence h ; yi in its frontier, an additional application node is created which contains a pointer to the graph representation of t and a pointer pt to the leaf labeled by h ; yi. In fact, using the well{known sharing technique, it su ces to represent h ; yi only once (cf. the value of h ; yi is computed, then the automaton just stores the address of the root of t h ;yi into the node referenced by pt (cf. Figure 3(b) ).
Since the attribute evaluation algorithm which is implemented in the attributed top{down parsing automaton, computes a schematic approximation for every attribute occurrence at the current node, and since pointers to needed, but not yet computed attribute occurrences are maintained until re nements are computed, there is no need to call the attribute evaluator more than once at any node of the syntax tree s w . Thus, the automaton does not have to store parts of s w .
In fact, we have constructed the attributed top{down parsing automaton in a formal style (although we are not going to prove the correctness of this automaton with respect to the combination problem). The reason for having a formal construction is the fact that this has opened up a direct and obvious way for the systematic development of a test implementation. In Section 6 this test implementation is discussed brie y. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the basic notions of context{ free grammars, pushdown automata, and top{down parsing automata for LL(1) grammars. Although these topics are rather standard, we would like to advice the reader to glance at least at Section 2.2. The reason is that we present the top{down parsing automaton in a formalism which is slightly di erent from the usual one but more appropriate for an extension to attribute evaluation. In Section 3, we collect the de nitions concerning attribute grammars. In Section 4, we introduce our attribute evaluation al- gorithm. In Section 5 we extend the concept of pushdown automaton to the concept of attributed pushdown automaton. In the same way as top{down parsing automata are special instances of pushdown automata, we instantiate attributed pushdown automata to attributed top{down parsing automata. Figure 4 gives a survey of the interrelations. In Section 6 we discuss our test implementation of the attributed top{down parsing automaton. Finally, in Section 7 we take a look at the problem of combining parsing and attribute evaluation from the point of view of logic programming and discuss the relationship to our approach. does not appear on the right hand side of any production. L(G 0 ) = fw 2 jS ) wg denotes the language generated by G 0 . A formal language which is generated by a context{free grammar is called context{free. Two context{free grammars G 0 and
In the sequel we assume that context{free grammars are reduced and start{separa-ted. This can be achieved by the usual transformations.
We will use trees to represent derivations of context{free grammars. Tree nodes are speci ed by means of the well{known Dewey notation, i.e. a tree node x is a string i 1 :i 2 : : :i n with i j > 0. Intuitively, the Dewey notation of a node x indicates the path from the root of the tree to x. Thus, the root itself is denoted by ".
De nition 2.2 (Syntax tree)
Let G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S) be a context{free grammar. A syntax tree of G 0 is a nite tree s whose nodes are labeled by symbols from N such that the following conditions hold: The root " of s is labeled by S, and for each inner node x there is a production p = X 0 ! X 1 : : : X n 2 P (X 0 2 N, X i 2 N ) such that x is labeled by X 0 , has n successors x:1; : : :; x:n, and for every i 2 f1;:::;ng, x:i is labeled by X i . In this case we say that p applies at x. The set of all syntax trees of G 0 is denoted by T G 0 . 3 
Top{down parsing
The parser is the compiler part which is dedicated to the syntactic analysis of the token stream received from the scanner. This process is also called parsing. Parsing is done by pushdown automata. Each context{free language can be analyzed by a pushdown automaton with one state only. This statement is justi ed by the following informal construction of a pushdown automaton which supplies the foundation of both (nondeterministic) top{down parsing and deterministic LL parsing .
Let G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S) be a context{free grammar. Note that G 0 is supposed to be reduced and start{separated. If a nonterminal X 0 lies on top of the pushdown, then the parsing automaton nondeterministically selects a production p = X 0 ! X 1 : : : X n 2 P, pops X 0 from the pushdown, and pushes the symbols X n ; : : : ; X 1 one by one. This transition simulates the application of p and is called expansion of p. If a terminal symbol a lies on top of the pushdown, then it is compared with the next symbol on the input tape. If both symbols correspond, then a is popped from the pushdown. This transition is called match transition. If the pushdown is empty, then the computation stops.
As we can see immediately, this parsing method realizes a depth{ rst left{to{right traversal of the (virtual) syntax tree. But it has some additional properties which will turn out to be disadvantageous in connexion with evaluation of attribute grammars:
It works nondeterministically. When expanding a production, its right hand side is pushed symbol by symbol. Thus, the pushdown gives no explicit information about which production is analyzed at this moment. In particular, the complete recognition of its right hand side cannot be realized. We will solve these problems in the following way (also cf. the construction in Lemma 6.1 of 12]):
We will restrict the class of context{free grammars which can be handled such that deterministic parsing is possible. Here we choose LL(1) grammars. In the pushdown, we do not store nonterminals and terminals, but we store LR(0){ items. These are known from bottom{up (or: LR) parsing and they contain the required information:
{ the identi cation of the production which is analyzed at this moment, { the speci cation of the su x of its right hand side which has not yet been Production A ! 0 2 P is currently analyzed.
The part of the input which was derived from the sentential form , has already been accepted. If = ", then the previously executed transition was an expansion.
A pre x of the current input has to be parsed according to the sentential form 0 .
If 0 = ", the production A ! has been completely recognized.
The choice of the transition which the automaton has to execute next, is essentially reason, the transition function has to take notice of the upper two pushdown entries.) After this informal introduction, we describe in greater detail the concepts of pushdown automaton, LL(1) grammar, and top{down parsing automaton. (Recall the overview in Figure 4 .)
The pushdown automaton presented in the following de nition is able to read the topmost two symbols of the pushdown. Moreover, the pop operation performs the deletion of the topmost symbol and, afterwards, it modi es the current topmost symbol. It is obvious how to construct for a pushdown automaton of our type an equivalent pushdown automaton of the usual type.
De nition 2.4 (Pushdown automaton)
A pushdown automaton A 0 = (Q; ; ?; ; q 0 ; 0 ; F) consists of a nite set Q of states, an input alphabet , a pushdown alphabet ?, a transition function : Q ( f"g) ? 2 The language accepted by A 0 is the set L(A 0 ) = fw 2 j there are q f 2 F; 2 ? such that (q 0 ; w; 0 0 )` A 0 (q f ; "; )g: A pushdown automaton A 0 is called deterministic if for every q 2 Q, and every 1 ; 2 2 ? either (i) j (q; "; 1 2 )j = 0, and for every a 2 : j (q; a; 1 2 )j 1 or (ii) j (q; "; 1 2 )j = 1, and for every a 2 : j (q; a; 1 2 )j = 0. 3 Given a context{free grammar G 0 , we now want to construct a deterministic pushdown automaton which accepts L(G 0 ), called top{down parsing automaton. Its determinism will be achieved by giving him the capability to look ahead one character on the input tape. Because the input alphabet is nite, the corresponding informations can be stored in the nite control of the automaton. Furthermore, we append a special end marker $ to every input string. The class of context{free grammars which can be parsed top{down in a deterministic way under these assumptions is well known as LL(1).
De nition 2.5 (LL(1) grammar) Let G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S) be a context{free grammar. To each production p = A ! 2 P, we assign the look{ahead set la(p) = fx 2 f$g j there are w 2 ; ; 0 2 (N f$g) such that S $ ) l w A ) l w ) l w x 0 g where ) l denotes the leftmost derivation relation of G 0 in which at every step the leftmost nonterminal symbol of a sentential form is derived. G 0 is called an LL (1) grammar if for every nonterminal A 2 N, and for every pair of productions A ! and A ! in P the following condition is true: la(A ! ) \ la(A ! ) = ;: The set of all LL(1) grammars is denoted by LL(1). 3
There are algorithms which try to transform context{free grammars into equivalent LL(1) grammars such as elimination of left recursion and left factoring (cf. 1]). However, it is well known that there are deterministic context{free languages which cannot be generated by an LL(k) grammar for arbitrary k 2 I N where I N denotes the set of natural numbers including zero. Moreover, one has to keep in mind that such transformations preserve the equivalence of grammars but not the syntactic structure of the generated strings upon which their semantics is de ned. Thus, similar transformations of attribute grammars are required. In 2], left factoring is applied to attribute grammars. In 1], elimination of left recursion in attribute grammars is discussed. Now, we formalize the construction of the top{down parsing automaton of G 0 . Later this automaton will be extended to the attributed top{down parsing automaton for an attribute grammar with G 0 as underlying context{free grammar (cf. De nition 5.6).
De nition 2.6 (Top{down parsing automaton) Let (q; x; 1 2 ) = ; 0 = ! :S] and F = fq f g. 3 
Attribute grammars
This section is dedicated to the de nition of attribute grammars and their semantics. First of all, we introduce basic notions from universal algebra which, together with the context{free grammar, supply the foundation of attribute grammars.
Universal algebra
In the scope of our paper it su ces to consider only homogeneous, i.e. single{sorted, algebras.
De nition 3.1 (Algebra)
A set of operation symbols is a (possibly in nite) countable set in which with every symbol f 2 a natural number is associated. This number is called the arity of f. For every n 2 I N, (n) denotes the set of all symbols of arity n; the relationship f 2 (n) is indicated by f (n) . For every set A and for every n 2 I N, Ops (n) (A) = ff j f : A n ! Ag denotes the set of all operations of arity n on A; we abbreviate S n2IN Ops (n) (A) by Ops(A). Moreover, if ' : ! Ops(A) such that '( (n) ) Ops (n) (A), then A = (A; ') is called an {algebra with carrier set A and interpretation '. 3 De nition 3.2 (Homomorphism) Let be a set of operation symbols, and let A = (A; ') and B = (B; ) be two { algebras. A mapping h : A ! B is called a homomorphism if for every n 2 I N, f 2 (n) , and a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 A, the equation h('(f)(a 1 ; : : : ; a n )) = (f)(h(a 1 ); : : : ; h(a n )) holds. We also write h : A ! B. If n = 0, then the above equation reduces to h('(f)) = (f). 3 
De nition 3.3 (Term algebra)
For every set of operation symbols and for every (arbitrary) set U, T (U) denotes the set of all nite, well{formed {terms ( {trees) in which leaves can be labeled by elements of U. Let X be a countable set of variables. The {term algebra T (X) generated by X is the algebra
where ' T (f)(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) = f(t 1 ; : : : ; t n ) for every n 2 I N, f 2 (n) , and t 1 ; : : :; t n 2 T (X). T (X) is freely generated by X, i.e. for every {algebra A = (A; ') and every assignment val : X ! A, there is exactly Let t 2 T (X) and arg(t) = x 1 : : :x n . Then the mapping derop(t) : A n ! A, called the derived operation of t in A, is de ned as follows: For every a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 A, derop(t)(a 1 ; : : : ; a n ) = d val(t) where val : X ! A with val(x i ) = a i for every i 2 f1;:::;ng. 3 
De nition of attribute grammars
Now we extend context{free grammars to attribute grammars in two steps. First, we augment them by adding an attribute scheme which speci es attributes and semantic rules. Second, we add an appropriate algebra in which the operation symbols occurring in the attribute scheme can be interpreted. Recall that we only consider reduced and start{separated context{free grammars.
De nition 3.4 (Attribute grammar)
Let G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S) be a context{free grammar, and let be a set of operation symbols. Let Inh and Syn be two nite, disjoint sets, and let Att = Inh Syn. For abbreviation, we de ne att(p) = in(p) out(p) to be the set of attribute occurrences of p, and we de ne att(P) = S p2P att(p). For each production p 2 P, let R p : in(p) ! T (out(p)) be a mapping which assigns to every inside attribute a semantic rule (more exactly, the right hand side of a semantic rule). Furthermore, let R = (R p ) p2P . Then we call the tuple B = ( ; inh; syn; 0 ; R) an attribute scheme for G 0 . If A is an {algebra, then G = (G 0 ; B;A) is called an attribute grammar with underlying context{free grammar G 0 . 3
The notion of inside and outside attributes is accepted from 10]. In our de nition of attribute grammars, semantic rules determine inside attribute values in terms of outside attribute values, establishing a partition of the attribute occurrences and thus preventing circular attribute dependencies within single productions. This property is sometimes called (Bochmann) normal form and can be presumed without loss of generality, as it is shown in 11].
The semantics of an attribute grammar can be de ned as follows. For every terminal string w of the underlying context{free grammar, we construct its syntax tree s w , assign a storage cell to every occurrence of an attribute at every node of s w , and apply the semantic rules within the context of this tree. Remember that we represent tree nodes using the Dewey notation.
De nition 3.5 (Attributed syntax tree) Let G = (G 0 ; B;A) be an attribute grammar with underlying context{free grammar G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S), attribute scheme B = ( ; inh; syn; 0 ; R), and {algebra A = (A; '). Let s 2 T G 0 be a syntax tree of G 0 , and let x be a node of s labeled by A 2 N. The sets inh(x) = fh ; xij 2 inh(A)g and syn(x) = fh ; xij 2 syn(A)g are called set of inherited attribute occurrences and set of synthesized attribute occurrences of x, respectively. The sets of attribute occurrences of x and of s are abbreviated by att(x) = inh(x) syn(x) and att(s) = S fatt(y)jy node of sg, respectively. Assume that production p 2 P applies at x and that h#;ii2 in(p) is an inside attribute occurrence of p. Then h#;x:ii = R s (h#; x:ii) is the semantic equation for h#;x:ii 2 att(s) where R s (h#; x:ii) is obtained from R p (h#; ii) by replacing every attribute occurrence h ; ji of p by the corresponding attribute occurrence h ; x:ji of s. An Since we are only interested in the value of the meaning attribute at the root (i.e. the transformational approach 11]), we associate with an attribute grammar a string{ to{value translation.
De nition 3.6 (String{to{value translation) Let G = (G 0 ; B;A) be an attribute grammar with underlying context{free grammar G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S), attribute scheme B = ( ; inh; syn; 0 ; R), and {algebra A = (A; '). The string{to{value translation of G is the set G = f(w;val(h 0 ; "i)) 2 L(G 0 ) A j (s; val) attributed syntax tree of wg: 3
From the de nition of an attribute scheme it follows that every attribute occurrence of a syntax tree appears on the left hand side of exactly one semantic equation. However, this does not imply that every attribute value is uniquely de ned, because circularities may occur.
De nition 3.7 (Attribute dependencies) Let G 0 = (N; ; ; P; S) be a context{free grammar, and let B = ( ; inh; syn; 0 ; R) be an attribute scheme. Let p 2 P be a production of G 0 . For every inside attribute h#;ii2 in(p) and every outside attributeh ; ji2 out(p) which occurs in R p (h#; ii), we say that h#;iidepends on h ; ji. The Noncircular attribute grammars (also known as well{de ned) admit the evaluation of every attribute occurrence in a syntax tree; the evaluation can be based on a topological sort of its dependency graph, thus de ning every attribute value uniquely. In the case of a noncircular attribute grammar for which the underlying context{free grammar G 0 is unambiguous (e.g. an LL(1) grammar), its string{to{value translation obviously can be regarded as a mapping The attribute scheme B = ( ; inh; syn; 0 ; R) is given by = fzero (0) ; dec (1) ; inc (1) ; exp (1) ; add (2) g; inh(S) = ;; inh(L) = inh(B) = fpg; syn(S) = syn(B) = fvg; syn(L) = fl;vg; 0 = v:
For every production p 2 P, we represent R p in the usual way as a set of semantic rules. R 1 = fhp;1i= dec(hl; 1i); hv;"i=hv;1ig; R 2 = fhp;1i=hp;"i; hp;2i= dec(hp; "i);
hl;"i= inc(hl; 2i); hv;"i= add(hv; 1i;hv; 2i)g; R 3 = fhl;"i= zero; hv;"i= zerog; R 4 = fhv;"i= zerog; and R 5 = fhv;"i= exp(hp; "i)g: '(exp)(x) = 2 x ; '(add)(x; y) = x + y: Figure 5 illustrates an attributed syntax tree of G together with its dependency graph.
Note that production L ! " applies at the rightmost occurrence of L. As one can easily see, the value of the meaning attribute v at the root corresponds to the decimal value of the binary numeral which constitutes the front of the tree. 3
Note that attribute dependencies are de ned for attribute schemes without regarding concrete algebras. Thus, when de ning the notion of dependency, we consider the \worst case" in the sense that we view every basic operation as being strict in each of its arguments. In fact, in the initial term algebra T over the set of operation symbols every basic operation is strict. Recall from the introduction that, for technical convenience, we will consider in our investigation about the combination of top{down parsing and attribute evaluation only those attribute grammars in which the semantic domain is an initial term algebra. Thus, our choice of semantic domain ts to the handling of strictness of basic operations. 4 Attribute evaluation during depth{ rst left{to{ right tree traversal
As discussed in the introduction, we abstract from the parsing problem in this section. We will construct an attribute evaluation algorithm eval which, for every noncircular attribute grammar G = (G 0 ; B;T ) and every parse tree s, computes the value of the designated synthesized attribute at the root of s. Moreover, eval is compatible with the scanning and parsing of input strings such that it can easily be integrated into a usual top{down parsing automaton for performing both top{down parsing and attribute evaluation simultaneously (cf. Section 5). The algorithm eval is a simple re nement of the well{known attribute evaluation algorithm L{eval which is tailor{made for L{attributed grammars (cf. e.g. P2 of 10]). L{eval consists of a recursive procedure with one parameter of type \node of syntax tree" and it performs a depth{ rst left{to{right traversal over the syntax tree. Figure 6 recalls the algorithm in our notational framework. Here d val is the unique homomorphism from T (att(s)) to T induced by val : att(s) ! T .
Let us now discuss the problems which occur when using L{eval for the evaluation of attributes of an arbitrary noncircular attribute grammar which is not L. We consider the production p = A ! BCD of some context{free grammar and we assume that it applies at some node x of the syntax tree s w of w. Let us assume that every nonterminal symbol is associated with exactly one inherited attribute and with exactly one synthesized attribute . Let us further assume that the semantic rule ofh ; 2iinduces the dependency set D p (h ; 2i) = fh ; "i;h ; 1i;h ; 3ig as it is illustrated in Figure 7 .
Before the rst visit of L{eval to node x, the value t h ;xi ofh ; xiis already computed. Then L{eval computes the inherited attribute of the rst son x:1 of x, i.e. the attribute occurrence h ; x:1i, and recursively calls itself to node x:1. If L{eval returns to x, then the value t h ;x:1i of h ; x:1i is known, and L{eval tries to compute the value of the where f and g are operation symbols with rank 3 and 2, respectively. Our algorithm eval implements the following solution: It associates with h ; x:2i the term t h ;x:2i = f(t h ;xi ; g(t h ;x:1i ;h ; x:3i);h ; x:3i): That is, the nal value ofh ; x:2iis only approximated, because there are still occurrences ofh ; x:3iin the term; we also call t h ;x:2i a schematic approximation. Then, eval is called recursively to node x:2 and after returning to x it has computed the value t h ;x:2i of the attribute occurrenceh ; x:2i. Let us assume that h ; x:2i depends on h ; x:2i, then t h ;x:2i contains the tree t h ;x:2i as a subtree, and hence it containsh ; x:3ias a leaf. Now assume that there is a semantic rule h ; 3i= h(h ; "i) in G where h is a unary operation symbol. Then, in the usual way, eval can associate the value h(t h ;xi ) with h ; x:3i. Eventually, eval is called recursively to node x:3 and, after returning to x, the value t h ;x:3i of h ; x:3i is known.
At this point, the algorithm can further approximate synthesized attributes at open reference indices of h ; 3i. In particular, the value t h ;x:2i can be further approximated by replacing occurrence of h ; x:3i by t h ;x:3i . Finally, eval can compute the value of the synthesized attribute occurrence at x and nish the recursive call to x.
Note that the computation of the ground term for the designated synthesized attribute 0 at the root of the syntax tree may involve several approximation steps. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 8 which shows a syntax tree s and its dependency graph of some attribute grammar which is not speci ed here. We note however that, since the attribute grammars which we consider are assumed to be noncircular, every open reference which is involved in the computation of 0 at the root of s will be resolved if eval returns to the root of s. Obviously, our algorithm eval assigns to every attribute occurrence either a ground term, i.e., an element in T , or a schematic approximation, i.e., an element in T (att(s))n T ; the latter terms are also called functional terms because they induce derived op- Figure 9 shows the algorithm eval.
The parsing{evaluating automaton
In Section 2 we have recalled the concepts of context{free grammar, pushdown automaton, and top{down parsing automaton. The latter automaton model serves for the deterministic parsing of LL(1) grammars.
In Section 3 we have attached an attribute scheme and an algebra to context{free grammars thereby de ning attribute grammars. Here we extend in a similar way the pushdown automaton, and thus, in particular, the top{down parsing automaton, in order to deal with attribute evaluation. The addition to the top{down parsing automaton yields the desired automaton, called the attributed top{down parsing automaton, which deterministically performs top{down parsing and full attribute evaluation for every noncircular attribute grammar with underlying LL(1) grammar and with an initial term algebra as semantic domain. It implements the attribute evaluation algorithm eval as described in Section 4 without storing the syntax tree explicitly.
First of all, however, we have to consider the problem of how to represent attribute values. The basic idea is to represent (ground or functional) terms by appropriate graphs which contain special nodes supporting the management of open references.
Representation of terms by graphs
De nition 5.1 (Representing graph) Let = S n2IN (n) be a set of operation symbols. An {graph is a labeled, ordered, directed, and acyclic graph g = (V; ; succ) where V is the nite set of nodes (vertices) which is a subset of a countably in nite universe U of nodes, : V ! denotes the labeling function, and succ : V ! V is the successor function such that (x) 2 (n) i jsucc(x)j = n. If succ(x) = x 1 : : :x n , then we abbreviate succ i (x) = x i for i 2 f1;:::;ng. The set of all {graphs is denoted by DAG . An {graph g 2 DAG is said to represent the {term t = f(t 1 ; :::; t n ) 2 T (n 2 I N) if there is an f{labeled node x of g with no predecessor (called a root) such that for every i 2 f1;:::;ng, the subgraph with root succ i (x) (denoted by g succ i (x)]) represents t i . 3
So far, it is clear how to represent a ground term which has been computed as the nal value of an attribute. But how do we represent functional terms by graphs? We recall the situation where such terms can occur: During the visit of a node x of the syntax tree with successors x:1; : : :; x:n, the evaluator may encounter open references when computing the value of any inherited attribute occurrence h ; x:ii 2 att(s) where i 2 f1;:::;ng.
This representation problem is solved as follows. Let p be the production which applies at x, and let t = R p (h ; ii) 2 T (out(p)) be the right hand side of the semantic rule for h ; x:ii. From the argument list arg(t) of t, we can extract all attribute occurrences 
Attributed pushdown automata
In Section 2 we have introduced the general concept of pushdown automaton, and we have re ned this concept in order to handle top{down parsing of context{free grammars; this led to the notion of top{down parsing automata. In Section 3, context{free grammars have been extended to attribute grammars. In the same way we are now going to extend the pushdown automata by giving them the capability of computing attribute values and representing them by graphs. The resulting attributed pushdown automata will be used as attributed top{down parsing automata to compute the string{to{value translation for any noncircular attribute grammar with underlying LL(1) grammar. A pushdown automaton consists of the following components: An input tape, a pushdown and a nite control. This concept is extended to attributed pushdown automaton by adding a graph for the representation of attribute values, by associating with every pushdown entry a set of registers each of which contains a pointer to a subgraph of the graph, by adding a program store containing instructions which manipulate the graph as well as the registers of the pushdown, and by adding a pointer pushdown which is used for intermediate computations. Figure 11 summarizes the structure of attributed pushdown automata.
De nition 5.2 (Attributed pushdown automaton)
An attributed pushdown automaton A = (A 0 ; ; act; REG; 0 ) consists of a pushdown automaton A 0 = (Q; ; ?; ; q 0 ; 0 ; F), a set of operation symbols disjoint from fnil (0) ; ref (1) g and fapp (n) j n 2g, an assignment of programs act : ? 2 ! PGM, a nite set REG of register names, and an output register 0 2 REG. The set PGM of programs is given by PGM = (CMD f;g) where the instruction set CMD is decomposed into the set of register instructions CMD Reg = fCOPY(i) j i 2 f1;2gg fPUSH( ; i) j 2 REG; i 2 f1;2;3gg fTOP( ) j 2 REGg;
and the set of graph instructions CMD Graph = fJOIN(k) j k 2 I Ng fMKAPP(n) j n 2 I Ng fMKNILg fMKNODE(f) j f 2 g fMKREF(k) j k 2 I Ng fSUCC(k) j k 2 I Ng fTOPCON(n) j n 2 I Ng:
An attributed pushdown automaton is called deterministic if its underlying pushdown automaton is deterministic. The set of pointer pushdowns is the set PPD = U ;
and the set of register assignments of A is the set ASS A = fass j ass : REG ?! Ug:
Recall that U is the universe of graph nodes. The set of instantaneous descriptions of A is the cartesian product ID A = Q (? ASS A ) DAG 0 where 0 is the extension of de ned as follows: As one can see, transitions of an attributed pushdown automaton are performed in dependency of the present state, the current input symbol and the upper two pushdown entries. The transition function of the underlying pushdown automaton determines the next state as well as the kind of pushdown modi cation. Furthermore, the program selected by the upper pushdown entries computes the register assignment of the new top of pushdown, basing on the graph. For storing graph pointers, it makes use of the pointer pushdown which is empty at the beginning of program execution.
Next we will de ne in a bottom{up fashion the semantics of attributed pushdown automata ending up with the de nition of the translation computed by an attributed pushdown automaton. We start with the semantics of register instructions and graph instructions and continue with the semantics of programs which was used in the denition of the transition relation. Let C A PUSH( ; i)] ](ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; ) = (ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; ass i ( ) ); C A SUCC(k)]](ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; x ) = (ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; succ k (x) ); C A TOP( )] ](ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; x ) = (ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 =x]; g; ); and C A TOPCON(n)]](ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 ; g; x y n : : : y 1 ) = (ass 1 ; ass 2 ; ass 3 
De nition 5.3 (Instruction semantics)

Attributed top{down parsing automata
For every given noncircular attribute grammar G with underlying LL(1) grammar G 0 , we now want to construct a deterministic attributed pushdown automaton which parses an input string w$ where w 2 L(G 0 ) and simultaneously evaluates the meaning attribute at the root of the corresponding syntax tree according to the algorithm eval of Section 4. This automaton will be called an attributed top{down parsing automaton and will be denoted by ATDA(G). As we have seen in Section 2, the LL(1) property of G 0 guarantees the determinism of ATDA(G). We will slightly deviate from the algorithm eval as shown in Figure 9 in the sense that we do not re ne approximations of synthesized attributes at open reference indices. Rather we resolve open references, i.e., we recompute schematic approximations of inherited attributes at open reference indices. The automaton is constructed in such a way that the pointer to the appropriate application node is available in this situation. Trying to follow the algorithm of Figure 6 would result in the repeated insertion of pieces of trees between the application node and its rst son. By resolving open references, the pieces of trees which emerge during the tree traversal, can easily be built on top of the application node. Thus, the attributed top{down parsing automaton implements the algorithm eval in which the for statement below the label (* Re ne approximations at open reference indices *) is replaced by the program piece which is shown in Figure 12 .
To de ne ATDA(G) = (A 0 ; ; act; REG; 0 ), we have to construct its components in dependency of the given attribute grammar G.
The parsing part has already been investigated: As the underlying pushdown automaton A 0 , we choose the top{down parsing automaton TDA(G 0 ).
The set of operation symbols which label the graph's nodes, is exactly the set of operation symbols used in the speci cation of the semantic rules. Since the registers receive pointers to attribute values, the set REG of register names equals the set of all attribute occurrences of the productions.
In particular, we identify the output register 0 with the meaning attribute occurrence h 0 ; "i of the start symbol.
Next we have to construct an assignment act of programs, i.e., depending on the upper two LR(0) items on the pushdown, we have to specify the program which is to be executed. We distinguish between the same cases as in the construction of the top{down parsing automaton (cf. Section 2): Afterwards, the attribute value is stored as ass 0 (h ; ii) where we again assume that i = jfilter 2N ( )j + 1. No action is necessary because the top{down parsing automaton performs no transition. According to this informal explanation, we are now going to construct an attributed pushdown automaton for every noncircular attribute grammar with underlying LL(1) grammar. The code generation is done by appropriate compilation schemata which build up the programs. Program pieces are joined by means of a concatenation operator J which is de ned as follows: For every nite ordered index set I = fi 1 ; : : : ; i n g and every I{indexed sequence (w i ) i2I of words over a given alphabet, The compilation scheme InhAttr generates code which evaluates the inherited attribute occurrences of an expanded nonterminal symbol. endif for every c 2 (0) , n 1, f 2 (n) , t 1 ; : : :; t n 2 T (att(P)), h#;ii;h ; ji 2 att(P), and A att(P). For every t 2 T (att(P)), and every i 2 I N, Arg i (t) denotes the set of all elements of the corresponding argument list arg i (t). 3
When reducing a non{start production, the code sequence generated by InhCopy copies all inherited attribute values of the reduced nonterminal symbol because these may be required later again. A 0 = TDA(G 0 ) (cf. Section 2), = fzero (0) ; dec (1) ; inc (1) ; exp (1) ; add (2) 
Space consumption
From the point of view of memory requirements, our approach has the advantage that no syntax{tree has to be stored during parsing and attribute evaluation. However, it makes use of a graph representation for semantic values; every application of an operation symbol results in the creation of a corresponding graph node. Furthermore, nil and ref nodes have been introduced for the management of incomplete values.
In comparison to syntax{tree based solutions, one can state the following: On one hand, a frequent use of operation symbols in the semantic rules may cause the graph to require as much space as the corresponding syntax tree decorated with attribute values. On the other hand, many semantic rules occurring in practical attribute grammars are generally so{called copy rules which only have an attribute occurrence on their right hand side. This kind of rule is handled very space{e ciently by our method since only the pointer has to be copied from the right hand side to the left hand side attribute without doubling the semantic value. Furthermore, the memory space allocated to the right hand side attribute will be disposed later if the corresponding syntactic production has completely been analyzed. Thus, the stack technique of the top{down parser approximates the lifetime of the attribute occurrences (cf. 14]).
Implementation
In order to demonstrate the practical applicability of our approach, we have developed a test implementation on a PC platform. The compiler reads the speci cation of an attribute grammar (productions, attributes, semantic rules) given in a prede ned syntax, and it creates a Modula{2 source program which simulates the corresponding attributed top{down parsing automaton.
Here, we refrain from a description of the program's usage. Instead, we exemplify that the formal construction of the attributed top{down parsing automaton in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 made it possible to implement the compiler in a systematical way.
The code for the attributed top{down parsing automaton generated from an attribute grammar speci cation consists of xed parts and of variant (i.e. grammar{ dependent) parts. The former comprise basic data structures and the implementation of the machine instructions. As an example, we consider an extract of the structures which encodes the instantaneous descriptions of the attributed top{down parsing automaton (cf. De nition 5. latter are generated by means of the compilation schemes described in Section 5.3. As an example, we consider the compiler's source code of the compilation scheme ExpTrans (cf. Scheme 5. As one can see, there is a direct correspondence between the formal description and the Modula{2 source code.
7 From the point of view of logic programming
In this section we want relate the problem of combining parsing and attribute evaluation to the concept of logic programming. There are two ways to proceed: rst, embed the combination problem into the world of logic programming and use the well{known evaluation machineries, and second, start from attribute grammars and enrich this concept by logical variables. Let us brie y discuss both approaches.
It has been shown in 9] how an attribute grammar can be transformed into a logic program, more precisely, into a de nite program 19] . Let us recall the productions and the semantic rules of our example attribute grammar G (cf. Example 2.1 and Example 3.1) and apply this transformation to G. 1 : S ! L hp;1i= dec(hl; 1i) 3 : L ! " hl;"i= zero hv;"i=hv;1i
hv;"i= zero 2 : L ! B L hp;1i=hp;"i 4 : B ! 0 hv;"i= zero hp;2i= dec(hp; "i) hl;"i= inc(hl; 2i) 5 : B ! 1 hv;"i= exp(hp; "i) hv;"i= add(hv; 1i;hv; 2i)
In the transformation of G into a de nite program, every nonterminal A of the context{free grammar is viewed as a predicate A; the rank of the predicate A is equal to the number of attributes associated to the nonterminal A. The transformation proceeds production by production. Let us illustrate this transformation by applying three steps to production 2 .
In the rst step, the production is changed into a clause (i.e., the arrow is reversed) and to every nonterminal an argument list is added which contains as many argument In the third step, the right{hand sides of the semantic rules for inside attribute occurrences are put into the corresponding places: L(p; inc(l); add(v; v 0 )) B(p; v) L(dec(p); l; v 0 ): In order to take care of the problem under concern, i.e., combination of parsing and attribute evaluation, we enrich every predicate by one more argument by means of which the parsing of an input string w can be described. The string w is represented by a comb which grows to the right, e.g., the string 11 is represented by the comb (1; (1; )) where and are additional operation symbols in of rank 2 and 0, respectively. Thus, the production 2 is transformed into the following clause where b and w are considered as variables:
L(p; inc(l); add(v; v 0 ); (b; w)) B(p; v; b) L(dec(p); l; v 0 ; w): In total we obtain the following de nite program DP(G): p ! dec 3 (inc 2 (zero)); hl;122i ! zero; hv;122i ! zero; t hv;"i = add(exp(dec(inc(hl; 1i))); add(exp(dec 2 (inc 2 (hl; 1i))); hv;122i)) " t hv;"i = add(exp(dec(inc 2 (zero))); add(exp(dec 2 (inc 2 (zero))); zero)) Thus, the literal S(t hv;"i ; (1; (1; )) ) is a consequence of the de nite program DP(G).
Actually, this computation is deterministic in the sense that to every literal exactly one de nite program clause is applicable. The determinism is due to the fact that the underlying context{free grammar is LL(1) and to the way in which we have integrated parsing into the de nite program.
Clearly, one could translate the de nite program DP(G) into code for some kind of a Warren{abstract{machine 23] and then start the machine with the (tree representation of the) input string w. The machine would compute the value of the attribute v at the root of the syntax tree of w, and thus, it would solve the combination problem. However, this approach is too ine cient, because the Warren{abstract{machine would follow its indexing scheme (using TRY-ME-ELSE, RETRY-ME-ELSE, and TRUST-ME-ELSE-FAIL commands) without using the fact that the parsing and hence, the choice of de nite clauses can be done deterministically. Let us now brie y consider the second way to relate the combination problem to logic programming; this is due to J. Paakki.
In 21] a new formalism called logical one{pass attribute grammar has been introduced which \makes it possible to evaluate even counter{one{pass attributes during parsing" (p. 204, 21]). The idea is to start from the usual, well{known concept of attribute grammar and to introduce logical attributes to deal with incomplete semantic information. The power of this approach is the fact that, in contrast to classical evaluation schemes of attribute grammars, logical attributes do not have to receive their nal value immediately during evaluation, rather they may contain such incomplete semantic information which is updated (perhaps in several steps) until the nal value is computed at the end of the whole evaluation process. Paakki suggests an evaluation scheme for logical one{pass attribute grammars which is a re nement of the usual evaluation scheme for L{attributed grammars. As implementation vehicle, Paakki developed a system called PROFIT (PROlog dialect For Implementing Translators) 20] which is \currently translated into Prolog" (p. 216, 21]).
Obviously, the approach of Paakki and our algorithm presented in Section 4 are essentially the same. The concept of incomplete semantic information corresponds to our concept of schematic approximation, and the idea of the re nement of the evaluation scheme for L{attributed grammars is the same in both approaches. However, in the present paper we formalize a concrete abstract machine (the attributed top{down parsing automaton in Section 5 which is based on a deterministic pushdown automaton, for the implementation of this re nement, whereas Paakki implements his evaluation scheme on a WAM{like abstract machine.
Conclusions
Attribute grammars are a useful and intuitively appealing method for specifying the semantics of context{free languages. We have presented an algorithm which is able to evaluate all attribute occurrences of a syntax tree during a single top{down left{to{ right treewalk. This algorithm was implemented by extending the top{down parsing automaton of the underlying context{free grammar to a parsing{evaluating automaton, called attributed top{down parsing automaton, which performs both parsing and attribute evaluation simultaneously.
There are some optimizations and extensions of our approach which one can think of in order to improve both e ciency and computing power:
The present version of our algorithm computes the value of every attribute occurrence of the current production. Instead, we could con ne ourselves to evaluate only the useful attribute occurrences, i.e. those whose values contribute to the value of the meaning attribute at the root of the tree. In 22], this optimization has been formalized for the Kennedy{Warren algorithm 15] and it has been called the output{oriented approach. Note that the set of all useful attribute occurrences of the syntax tree can not be determined statically at compile{time because it depends on the composition of the tree. Instead, only an upper{bound estimation is possible.
In order to augment the set of all context{free languages that can be parsed with our method, one could take into consideration to use bottom{up (or: LR) parsing. (Recall that the set of all languages generated by LL grammars is properly contained in the set of all languages generated by LR(1) grammars.) In 3], one can nd a survey of the various subclasses of L{attributed grammars for LR parsing.
